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New Publications Committee Created

The Executive Committee of your Academy has created a new committee to monitor and assist editors in addressing the thorny problems they encounter (outside of who to publish). This committee is not intended to interfere in the Editors’ decisions, but to address problems beyond their job description. In particular, the charge to the committee is as follows:

Academy of Accounting Historians Publications Committee

Charge to the Committee

The Publications Committee of the Academy of Accounting Historians is established to:

1. Assist in determining the strategic direction for publications managed by the Academy
2. Facilitate the implementation of those strategic plans

This is accomplished by, but not limited to:

1. Negotiating contracts for dissemination of Academy publications
2. Facilitating digitization of Academy publications
3. Actively working to assist the President and other Academy members in lobbying efforts directed at enhancing National and institutional recognition of Academy publications in relationship to member’s renewal, tenure, and other employment processes
4. Evaluating whether the mix of publications supported by the Academy is appropriate with regard to number and dissemination methodologies

As of 2013, publications include: The Accounting Historians Notebook and Accounting Historians Journal

In the past, the Academy has published a Working Paper series and Paul Garner’s work on Cost Accounting

This charge is to be revisited no later than November 2014 for revision, reaffirmation, or both.

Joann Noe Cross
President, Academy of Accounting Historians

Academy Remembers Three Past Presidents

Richard P. Brief (1933-2013), 1980 President of the Academy.


Elliott LeRoy Slocum (1940-2013), 1998 President of the Academy.